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Mark schemes

(a)     diagram A
11

(b)     the atoms can slide over each other.
1

the atoms are in layers
1

(c)     (i)      sulfuric
1

(ii)     bubbles are produced
1

the magnesium disappears
1

(iii)    crystallisation
1

[7]

(a)  H+

1
2

(b)  nitric (acid) or HNO3
1

zinc (oxide) or ZnO
1

this order only

(c)  dissolved in water
1

(d)  any value from 0 to less than 8
1

(e)  Level 2: The method would lead to the production of a valid outcome. Key steps are
identified and logically sequenced.

3−4

Level 1: The method would not lead to a valid outcome. Some relevant steps are
identified, but links are not made clear.

1−2

No relevant content
0
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Indicative content

•   add universal indicator or wide range indicator

indicator turns blue / purple / violet (because pH = 14)
or has highest pH or is an alkali
so A is sodium hydroxide

indicator turns red (because pH = 2)
or has lowest pH or is an acid
so B is phosphorus oxide

indicator turns green (because pH = 7)
or neutral
so C is silicon dioxide

•   add solid to water

A and B dissolve; C does not
so C is silicon dioxide

[9]

(a)     bromine
13

ions
1

atoms
1

(b)     correct scale on y axis
1

points correctly plotted using the scale

± ½ small square
1

best-fit line drawn
1

(c)     value for oxygen divided by corresponding time
1

× 60
1

= 0.05 (cm3 / s)

allow 0.05 with no working shown for 3 marks
1

[9]

(a)     (i)      aluminium oxide

ignore (III) after aluminium
1

4
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(ii)     (because it provides) heat / energy (to overcome activation energy)
1

(b)     (i)      contains only one sort of atom
1

(ii)     the atoms (in cast iron) are different sizes

any mention of molecules, maximum 1 mark

accept layers are distorted or structure is disrupted
1

which prevents the layers / rows sliding

accept an answer in terms of pure iron being softer than cast iron
for both marks

1

(c)     (i)      because aluminium is more reactive than carbon

‘it’ = aluminium must be a comparison between the elements

or

because aluminium is above carbon in the reactivity series

do not accept any comparison of the reactivity of aluminium and
iron

1

(ii)     reduces / lowers the temperature for the process or lowers the operating
temperature or allows ions to move

ignore any temperature values

allow reduces the (effective) melting point (of Al2O3 )
1

(iii)    3

accept multiples
1

(iv)    electrons are gained (by Al3+)

ignore any numbers

ignore any reference to oxygen
1

(v)     electrodes are made of carbon

allow graphite / coke
1

oxygen is produced (at the positive electrode / anode)

accept 2O2− → O2 + 4e−

1

so the electrodes react with the oxygen / are oxidised
1
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producing carbon dioxide (gas)

accept C + O2 → CO2 for marking points 3 and 4.
1

[13]

(a)                        ignore any attempts to change the charge on chloride ion

2.8.2 (drawn as dots or crosses on the circles)

accept e instead of dots or crosses
1

5

2.8.8 (drawn as dots or crosses on the circles)
1

(b)     (i)      filtration

accept decanting or centrifugation

do not accept evaporation
1

(ii)     hydrochloric

accept HCl
1

(c)     (i)      so that ions / particles can move (in electrolyte)

allow so it can conduct electricity / carry charge / carry current

ignore reference to electrons moving in the external circuit

any unqualified reference to electrons moving / carrying charge /
carrying current = 0 marks

1

(ii)     electrons are lost

ignore numbers
1

(iii)    + 2e– on left hand side of equation

must be correct with no other additions

accept correct multiples
1

[7]

(a)      (i)     removal of oxygen

accept definition in terms of electrons or oxidation numbers

ignore oxides
1

6

(ii)     2 (Cl2)

allow correct multiples
1
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(iii)    no atoms are lost / made (during a chemical reaction)
or
the atoms are rearranged (during a chemical reaction)

accept because of (the law of) conservation of mass / matter
1

(b)     (i)      sodium is more reactive (than titanium)

accept sodium is very reactive or titanium is less reactive

do not accept sodium is more reactive than argon
1

(ii)     any one from:

•        sodium / titanium would react with oxygen / air

accept air / oxygen is reactive

•        sodium / titanium does not react with argon

accept argon is unreactive / inert / a noble gas / in group O
1

(c)     (i)      all atoms are the same / it only contains one type of atom

accept all ions are the same

do not accept only got one atom

do not accept all atoms are the same size

ignore particles
1

(ii)     two different / types atoms / elements / ions

accept more than one type of atom / ion / element

do not accept different size
1

bonded / joined together

accept definite proportions

do not accept mixture
1

[8]

(a)     labelled axes and sensible scales, using at least half the grid for the points
1

all points correct

tolerance of ± ½ small square

allow 1 mark if 5 or 6 of the points are correct
2

line of best fit
1

7

(b)     as the concentration of sodium chloride solution increases, the volume of hydrogen
collected increases

1
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(c)     (dependent variable)
volume of (hydrogen) gas collected

1

(independent variable)
concentration of sodium chloride solution

1

(d)     chloride ions are negatively charged
1

(and so are) attracted to the positive electrode
1

(at the electrode) the chloride ions lose electrons

allow chloride ions are oxidised
1

to form chlorine atoms / molecules

allow instead of last two marking points an answer of

2Cl− → Cl2 + 2e− for 2 marks
1

(e)     hydrogen is less reactive than sodium

allow sodium is more reactive than hydrogen
1

(f)      Mr NaCl 58.5
1

moles of NaCl in 1 dm3 =  = 0.5

1

moles in 50 cm3 =  × 50

allow chloride ions are oxidised
1

= 0.025 (moles)

an answer of 0.025 (moles) scores 4 marks
1

[16]
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(a)  Level 3: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, and there are attempts at
logical linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0

8

Indicative content

A is sodium oxide
B is phosphorus oxide
C is magnesium oxide
D is silicon dioxide

linked statements:

A is sodium oxide
because it has highest pH or pH = 14 or is a strong alkali

B is phosphorus oxide
because it has lowest pH or pH = 3 or is an acid

C is magnesium oxide
because it has 2nd highest pH or pH = 9 or is a (weak) alkali

D is silicon dioxide
because it is neutral or pH = 7

or

A and B are sodium oxide or phosphorus oxide
because both soluble or no solid remains

C is magnesium oxide
because it will be the colourless solution with solid remaining

D is silicon dioxide
because it will be the colourless liquid with solid remaining

for level 3 the solids must be correctly identified
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(b)  dilution by a factor of 100
allow pH changes by 1 when solution is diluted by factor
of 10
or
allow pH changes by 2

1

(pH =) 5
1

an answer of (pH=) 5 gains 2 marks

[8]

(a)     (i)      current / charge couldn’t flow

allow could not conduct (electricity)
1

9

because the ions / particles couldn’t move

do not accept electrons/ molecules / atoms

or

(salt) needs to be molten / (1) dissolved (to conduct electricity)

so that the ions / particles can move (1)

do not accept electrons / molecules / atoms
1

(ii)     he had status

accept he had authority or experience

or

he had evidence / proof

accept the experiment could be repeated
1

(b)     hydrogen / H2

do not allow hydrogen ions
1

the ions are positive

accept because opposite (charges) attract
1

potassium is more reactive (than hydrogen)

accept potassium ions are less easily discharged (than hydrogen)

or potassium ions are less easily reduced (than hydrogen)
1

(c)     (i)      gain electron(s)

accept fully balanced correct equation for 2 marks
1
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one electron

if no other marks awarded allow (potassium ions) reduced for
1 mark

1

(ii)     2 Cl– → Cl2 + 2e–

must be completely correct, including charge on electron

accept correct multiples
1

(iii)    2, 8, 8

accept any combination of dots, crosses, “e” or any other relevant
symbol

ignore any charges if given
1

[10]

(a)     52.9(411765) / 53

correct answer with or without working = 2 marks

if answer incorrect allow 2 x 27= 54 or 27/102 x 100 or 26.5 for 1
mark

2

10

(b)     (i)     because it lowers the melting point (of the aluminium oxide)

allow lowers the temperature needed

do not accept lowers boiling point
1

so less energy is needed (to melt it)

accept so that the cell / equipment does not melt
1

(ii)      2 O2–   on left hand side

accept correct multiples or fractions
1

4e–         on right hand side

accept  –4e–  on left hand side
1

(iii)     because the electrode reacts with oxygen or

because the electrode burns
1

to form carbon dioxide or

electrode made from carbon / graphite
1

[8]
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